Marquee Functions
Is your Party/Reception Being held in a Marquee?
If so, Please see our Marquee Terms & Conditions below

When Equinox-Storm perform in a Marquee we have to allow extra time to set-up and
dismantle our equipment. We have to ensure that the ground is level and the mains power
supplied is adequate. Occassionally, we have to make adjustments to the internal drapes
to ensure our lighting fixtures do not touch the material. Sometimes we are unable to
drive our vehicle to the Marquee entrance.... These are just a few of the hazards we may
come across when setting up your entertainment system and DJ booth within a marquee.
Our Equipment will also require cleaning the day after a Marquee Function due to extra
dirt, pollen & dust that occurs in an outside environment. If it is not cleaned properly
these contaminants will stick to the cooling fans of our sound amplifiers and intelligent
lighting systems making them less efficient and consequently overheat.
For these reasons we charge a Marquee Premium of £100 per Function to cover our
additional time. This charge will be added to your package price.

It is YOUR responsibility to provide the following:




We will need at least 2 x 13 amp mains sockets (not extension leads) You MUST
provide 2 power sockets within 6 Meters of where you would like the Disco
to set up. Please contact us to confirm if you are not sure.
You MUST ensure that the ground is level (spirit level!) where you want the
Disco to set up. If the Roadcrew Team finds that the ground is not level then they
will not set up the disco due to Health & Safety responsibilities. The disco must have
a hard surface to set up on, such as a stage or dance floor.

